These custom wheels are machined to match your Charger’s exact specifications and are designed to deliver a smooth and balanced ride. They also undergo thorough testing to prove their durability and long-lasting shine.

1. 20-inch classic II wheel.
2. 20-inch classic wheel.
3. 20-inch black classic wheel.
4. 20-inch Daytona wheel.
5. 20-inch envy wheel.
6. 20-inch black envy wheel.
7. 20-inch black Chrome wheel.
8. 20-inch black Matte wheel.
9. 18-inch Rallye wheel.
10. 18-inch black Rallye wheel.

(1) Late availability.

MoPar® wheels.

Our performance Cat-Back Exhaust System features T304 stainless steel construction with mandrel-bent tubing, stainless band clamps and polished tips. These free-flow systems help to provide horsepower, torque gains and a deeper tone, and to improve fuel efficiency.

1. Cat-back exhaust system.
2. Cold Air Intake Kit.
3. Performance Suspension Kit.
5. Rear Strut Tower Brace.
6. Anti-sway bars.

(1) Mopar Performance Parts are sold “as is” unless otherwise noted.

Since the time of printing, some of the information you’ll find in this catalogue may have been updated. The appearance of accessories shown may vary depending on vehicle application. See your retailer for the latest Mopar product information. Visit the Mopar Web site at mopar.ca. Chrysler, Dodge, HEMI, Mopar, Charger, Master Shield, Park-Sense and R/T are registered trademarks of Chrysler Group LLC. Katzkin and the Katzkin logo are registered trademarks of Katzkin Leather Interiors, Inc. KICKER and the KICKER logo are registered trademarks of Stillwater Designs and Audio, Inc. Thule is a registered trademark of the Thule Group. © 2013 Chrysler Canada Inc. All rights reserved.
1. REAR SPOILER. Give your Charger a little aerodynamic attitude. All of our spoilers undergo testing to help prevent vibration and ensure durability. Available in Matte Black, which can be painted to match body colour (as shown).

2. 20-INCH CLASSIC II WHEEL. Rev up the custom good looks with this stylish wheel. This custom, corrosion-resistant 20- x 8-inch forged wheel features a new five-spoke design with a polished finish. It’s a classic look that reflects Charger’s legendary heritage in racing and performance.

3. FOG LIGHTS. Designed to undercut inclement weather and minimize glare. Lights are integrated into fascia openings and include production lights and switch.

4. LOW FRONT FASCIA AIR DAM. Add even more substance to your Charger’s aggressive stance with this custom-fit accessory. The air dam mounts beneath your existing front fascia.

1. CHROME GRILLE INSERT. Make your grille stand out from the crowd while standing up to the elements with this custom-gold trim’s attractive, as well as protective.

2. BLACK CHROME GRILLE SURROUND. Give your Charger’s front end a unique and custom look. This custom Black Chrome Grille Surround enhances your vehicle’s aesthetic appeal.

3. 20-INCH BLACK CHROME R/T WHEEL. This custom Black Chrome-clad wheel is machined to match your Charger exact specifications to run true and perform seamlessly for a smooth ride. It also undergoes thorough testing to prove its durability and ensure a long-lasting finish. Also available in Matte Black finish (as shown at right).

4. R/T STRIPE DECAL KIT. Make one of the ultimate statements that supports your bold lifestyle. R/T Stripe Decal Kit is constructed of fade- and weather-resistant vinyl and shows off a heritage-inspired design.
and your Charger. It’s a classic look sure to earn instant street credit and gives your Dodge Charger a distinctive muscle-car appearance. This authentic touch from Mopar gives you a one-two punch of customization that brings out the edge of Distinction and beyond. Protect what you value.

1. FRONT ENDO COVER. Helps keep the engine warm for easier starting and quicker warm-up. Features the Dodge logo and can be used as a divided storage bin, forming up to four compartments. Easily clips on for convenient storage.

2. ROADSIDE SAFETY KIT. Designed to be a valuable asset in a roadside emergency. Includes a safety triangle, flat and Phillips screwdrivers, tweezers, two bungee cords and gloves. Includes a fleece blanket, six-gauge jumper cables, LED distress light, flashlight, matches, indefatigable flat tire repair kit and first aid kit. A must-have for any road trip.

3. CALIPER COVER KIT. Eye-catching style designed to stop observers in their tracks. These distinctive Caliper Covers show just the right amount of colour at a stop — and serve through brilliantly when you’re in motion. Finished in Mopar® Blue and include the Charger logo. Covers show just the right amount of colour at a stop — and come through brilliantly when you’re in motion. Finished in Mopar® Blue and include the Mopar® logo.

4. MOPAR CENTER CAPS. Add the finishing touch to your distinctive wheels with chromed centre caps featuring the Mopar logo. Put ‘em on and cruise in style.

5. WHEEL LOCKS. Include four new lug nuts and a special-fitting key to help offer maximum wheel- and tire-theft protection.

6. STAINLESS STEEL B-PILLARS. Emphasize Charger’s strong points with the look of stainless steel. Sold as a set of four, these B-pillars allow you to add that extra touch of customization that brings out the edge of Distinction and beyond.

7. CHROME MIRROR COVERS. Helps protect your Charger finish from dirt, dirt and dents with this washable, weather-resistant, slip-on design.

8. ILLUMINATED DOOR SILL GUARDS. Add a bright touch of stainless steel to your vehicle while granting its interior door with distinct trims. Front trims below the Charger logo are backlit, while rear door trims are available as a set of four for front and rear.

9. DOOR SILL GUARDS. Protect your door sills with slip-resistant protection. Guards help protect your door sills and are an excellent way to help prevent water, snow and mud from damaging them. Sold as a set of four for front and rear.

10. FENDER STRIPES. Designed to help protect your door sills with slip-resistant protection. Guards help protect your door sills and are an excellent way to help prevent water, snow and mud from damaging them. Sold as a set of four for front and rear.

11. REAR MOLDING. The bumper badge offers a true touch of both style and pride. The chrome badge highlights the charging and styling attention.

12. HOOD PIN KIT. Add the finishing touch to your distinctive wheels with chromed centre caps featuring the Mopar logo. Put ‘em on and cruise in style.

13. B-PILLAR DECALS. These plush carpet floor mats give your interior distinctive Mopar character. Custom coordinated and custom-shaped to perfectly fit the floor. Front mats boldly feature the Mopar logo.

14. PREMIUM CARPET FLOOR MATS. Heavy-duty mats feature deep grooves to help prevent water, snow and mud from slipping into the cargo area. Made in a variety of styles and are available in Black. Front mats include the Charger logo.

15. PREMIUM LEATHER FLOOR MATS. plush carpet floor mats give your interior distinctive Mopar character. Coordinating and custom-shaped to perfectly fit the floor. Front mats boldly feature the Mopar logo.

16. PREMIUM CARPET ROOF MAT. Helps keep the engine warm for easier starting and quicker warm-up. Features special padding with the Dodge logo on the back, which is the same as the protection offered on the production offering.

17. PREMIUM WINDSHIELD VISOR. Fibre design.
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**CUSTOMIZED TO CRUISE.**

**A DIRECT UPGRADE:**

KICKER® speakers and subwoofers are designed specifically for aftermarket installations. Once vehicle is at proper operating temperature, it will deliver the perfect balance of power and clarity. No cutting or soldering is required! KICKER® deals are available for FALCON® speakers and S-Series® subwoofers.

**TECHNOLOGY TO HELP YOU IN THE KNOW.**

**ELECTRONIC VEHICLE TRACKING SYSTEM (EVT)**

It's a fact: time is of the essence when it comes to stolen vehicle recovery. The Mopar® tracking system helps you find your vehicle in the event of a theft. Optional upgrade plans include 24-hour-a-day, 7-day-a-week, and 30-day trial service.

**REARVIEW CAMERA.**

The rearview camera design allows you to see what's behind and what's to the side. The camera's screen shows a view of what's behind. It also features a wide viewing angle and a bright, clear picture for all light conditions.

**PAK-SENSE® REAR PARK ASSIST SYSTEM.**

This advanced system utilizes digital sensors to alert you when slowly parking. The sensors emit ultrasonic waves to a distance of up to 20 ft. The camera's screen shows a view of what's behind. The rear fascia-mounted technology to assist you when slowly shutting the doors.

**KICKER® AUDIO SYSTEMS.**

Pump up your audio system with upgrade packages from KICKER, the world's premier high-performance car audio manufacturer. KICKER speakers and subwoofers are designed specifically for aftermarket installations. No cutting or soldering is required!

**REMOTE START.**

Hit the ground running with the ability to start your vehicle with the touch of a button. The system operates seamlessly with your vehicle's factory electronic security system. The heated washer fluid on demand, in any climate.

**ORGANIZED AND COMFORTABLE.**

**CARBON FIBER.**

Sedan surfaces are handcrafted by master artisans from the finest materials available. The unique Gloss Black grips and Mopar logo provide contrast to the performance heritage. Stainless steel pedal covers add plenty of grip, as well as plenty of positive traction. No drilling required.

**KATZKIN® LEATHER INTERIORS.**

Enhance your Charger's interior with custom leather-trimmed packages with embroideries, piping, two-tones, suede and much more. Ask your retailer for more information.

**INSTRUMENT PANEL BEZELS.**

The camera's screen shows a view of what's behind. The rear fascia-mounted technology to assist you when slowly shutting the doors.

**CUSTOMS TO CRUISE.**

**A DIRECT UPGRADE:**

KICKER® speakers and subwoofers are designed specifically for aftermarket installations. Once vehicle is at proper operating temperature, it will deliver the perfect balance of power and clarity. No cutting or soldering is required! KICKER® deals are available for FALCON® speakers and S-Series® subwoofers.

**TECHNOLOGY TO HELP YOU IN THE KNOW.**

**ELECTRONIC VEHICLE TRACKING SYSTEM (EVT)**

It's a fact: time is of the essence when it comes to stolen vehicle recovery. The Mopar® tracking system helps you find your vehicle in the event of a theft. Optional upgrade plans include 24-hour-a-day, 7-day-a-week, and 30-day trial service.

**REARVIEW CAMERA.**

The rearview camera design allows you to see what's behind and what's to the side. The camera's screen shows a view of what's behind. It also features a wide viewing angle and a bright, clear picture for all light conditions.

**PAK-SENSE® REAR PARK ASSIST SYSTEM.**

This advanced system utilizes digital sensors to alert you when slowly parking. The sensors emit ultrasonic waves to a distance of up to 20 ft. The camera's screen shows a view of what's behind. The rear fascia-mounted technology to assist you when slowly shutting the doors.

**KICKER® AUDIO SYSTEMS.**

Pump up your audio system with upgrade packages from KICKER, the world's premier high-performance car audio manufacturer. KICKER speakers and subwoofers are designed specifically for aftermarket installations. No cutting or soldering is required!

**REMOTE START.**

Hit the ground running with the ability to start your vehicle with the touch of a button. The system operates seamlessly with your vehicle's factory electronic security system. The heated washer fluid on demand, in any climate.